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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In order to accurately estimate the excess number of deaths due to Hurricane Maria, the Governor of Puerto Rico sought an independent assessment of mortality and commissioned The George Washington University Milken Institute School of Public Health (GW SPH) to complete the assessment.

The project had the following objectives: 1) assess the excess total mortality adjusting for demographic variables and seasonality, report a point estimate and confidence interval and make recommendations; 2) evaluate the implementation of Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) guidelines for mortality reporting in disasters and identify areas of opportunity for improvement; and 3) assess crisis and mortality communication plans and actions by the government as well as understand experiences and perceptions of key participant groups to make recommendations based on communications best practices.

METHODS

We implemented the project as three studies, each with specific yet complementary methodologies. Our excess mortality study analyzed past mortality patterns (mortality registration and population census data from 2010 to 2017) in order to predict the expected mortality if Hurricane Maria had not occurred (predicted mortality) and compare this figure to the actual deaths that occurred (observed mortality). The difference between these two numbers is the estimate of excess mortality due to the hurricane. We developed a series of generalized linear models (GLMs) with monthly data for the pre-hurricane period of July 2010-August 2017, accounting for trends in population size and distribution over this period in terms of age, sex, seasonality and residence by municipal level of socioeconomic development.

Our estimates also considered Puerto Rico’s consistently high emigration during the prior decade and dramatic population displacement after the hurricane. We used the model results to project forward mortality that would have been expected if the hurricane had not occurred for two scenarios—if the population had not changed (census scenario), and explicitly accounting for massive post-hurricane population displacement from the island (displacement scenario). For observed mortality, we used records for all deaths occurring from September 2017-February 2018, provided by the Puerto Rico Vital Statistics Records (PRVSR) division of the Puerto Rico Department of Health (DoH). The estimates of excess all-cause mortality attributable to the hurricane are the result of comparing the projections for the census and displacement scenarios to observed mortality in the vital registration data.

In order to respond to the Puerto Rican Government’s query about how well CDC guidelines for mortality reporting in a disaster were followed, we conducted a two-part study to assess both the death certification process and the quality of death certificate data. We conducted interviews with 26 individuals involved in the death certification and registration process to understand procedures under normal conditions and whether and how these were affected after the hurricane. In addition, we reviewed legislation and manuals related to death certification in Puerto Rico, as well as literature on death certification in general and specifically in disasters. With respect to quality of the death certificates and coding for causes of death, we consulted the relevant scientific literature. We conducted a series of checks on the mortality dataset, assessing it for completeness, timeliness, internal consistency and the quality of cause of death reporting by evaluating garbage codes, or mis-assignments, in the underlying cause of death.
Our third study assessed crisis and emergency risk communications by the Government of Puerto Rico before and after Hurricane Maria, with an emphasis on the communications plans in place at the time of the hurricane, trained staff dedicated to crisis and emergency risk communication, procedures for mortality reporting to the public, spokesperson interaction with the media and key participant perceptions of the government’s risk communication and mortality reporting. For the communication assessment methodology, instruments, and analytical framework, we applied established guidelines from CDC and the World Health Organization (WHO) for communication in emergencies, which are supported by a robust scientific evidence base. We also applied principles from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Whole Community Approach for community-based emergency preparedness (FEMA 2011). We interviewed 11 Puerto Rico government agency leadership and communications personnel in order to understand: crisis and emergency risk communication plans, processes and interagency coordination for the preparation, approval and dissemination of information to the public; their experiences related to communications before and after Hurricane Maria; and recommendations for future communications in emergency situations. We also interviewed 22 key leaders from different communities in Puerto Rico, representing diverse stakeholder groups including municipal mayors, community and faith leaders, emergency responders, police, non-profit organization personnel, health care providers and funeral directors. In order to formulate recommendations for future communications, these interviews focused on understanding stakeholder experiences from Hurricane Maria, community involvement in disaster communications planning and perceptions of the government’s risk communication and mortality reporting.

**Total excess mortality post-hurricane** using the migration displacement scenario is estimated to be 2,975 (95% CI: 2,658 - 3,290) for the total study period of September 2017 through February 2018.

To assess the post-hurricane information environment, we reviewed 17 press releases and 20 press conferences from September 20, 2017-February 28, 2018 to evaluate information content and spokesperson performance, and to determine the extent to which trustworthiness, credibility and accountability were conveyed according to CDC and WHO guidelines. Finally, we analyzed 172 media coverage items from major English- and Spanish-language news outlets during the same time period, as well as related social media commentary, to identify factors that may have contributed to public concerns about mortality reporting, including: reasons and timing of mortality data reporting; contradictory information from spokespersons and alternative sources; information gaps; and perceptions of the accuracy and transparency of the Puerto Rico Government’s mortality reports.

**SUMMARY OF FINDINGS**

a) **Excess mortality estimation**

We estimate that in mid-September 2017 there were 3,327,917 inhabitants and in mid-February 2018 there were 3,048,173 inhabitants of Puerto Rico, representing a population reduction by approximately 8%. We factored this into the migration “displacement scenario” and compared it with a “census scenario,” which assumed no displacement from migration in the hurricane’s aftermath. We found that, historically, mortality slowly decreased until August 2017, and that rates increased for the period of September 2017 through February 2018, with the most dramatic increase shown in the displacement scenario accounting for post-hurricane migration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SEPT-OCT 2017</th>
<th>SEPT-DEC 2017</th>
<th>SEPT 2017-FEB 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OBSERVED</td>
<td>5,921</td>
<td>11,375</td>
<td>16,608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREDICTED</td>
<td>4,650</td>
<td>9,277</td>
<td>13,633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXCESS</td>
<td>1,271</td>
<td>2,098</td>
<td>2,975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>(1,154, 1,383)</td>
<td>(1,872, 2,231)</td>
<td>(2,658, 2,990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBSERVED/PREDICTED</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results of our analysis of total excess mortality by socio-demographic subgroups show that every social stratum and age group was affected by excess mortality. However, the impact differed by age and socioeconomic status. The risk of death was 45% higher and persistent until the end of the study period for populations living in low socioeconomic development municipalities (Figure 1), and older males (65+) experienced continuous elevated risk of death through February (Figure 2). Overall, we estimate that 40% of municipalities experienced significantly higher mortality in the study period than in the comparable period of the previous two years. We conclude that excess mortality is a good indicator for impact monitoring during and in the aftermath of a disaster.

**Figure 1. Estimated Relative Excess Mortality from Hurricane María in Puerto Rico, Per Month, by SEI Category**

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Figure 2. Estimated Relative Excess Mortality from Hurricane María in Puerto Rico, Per Month, by Sex and Age Group**

![Figure 2](image2.png)
b) Death certification process evaluation

Our study shows that physician lack of awareness of appropriate death certification practices after a natural disaster and the Government of Puerto Rico’s lack of communication about death certificate reporting prior to the 2017 hurricane season limited the count of deaths that were reported as related to Hurricane María. Individuals authorized to complete death certificates include physicians and forensic physicians; however, most physicians receive no formal training in death certificate completion, in particular in a disaster. When asked about the CDC guidelines the PRVSR circulated after the hurricane that recommended physicians fill out a section in the death certificate with information on other conditions that contributed to the death, interview respondents indicated lingering confusion about the guidelines, while others expressed reluctance to relate deaths to hurricanes due to concern about the subjectivity of this determination and about liability.

The PRVSR offices sustained damage and did not have power to operate for some time after the hurricane, and death registration was delayed. Nevertheless, based on our findings in the assessment of death certification quality, the disaster does not appear to have affected the completeness of the certificates. For this assessment we compared Puerto Rico Vital Statistics System (PRVSS) data from September to December 2017 with the same period in 2015 and 2016 and found that completeness of death certificates was high with respect to age and sex, two indicators widely used to assess this aspect of mortality registration quality. On timeliness, there was a statistically significant delay in the number of days between date of death and date of death registration, with an average of 17 days in the period after the hurricane compared to 12 days in the prior year. Overall, there was a low percentage of garbage codes as the underlying cause of death and there appears to be no impact from the event on the percentage of codes that were mis-assigned. With respect to internal consistency, less than 1% of death certificates had medically inconsistent diagnoses in the underlying cause of death.

c) Assessment of Crisis and Mortality Communications and the Information Environment

According to interviews with Puerto Rico Government agency personnel, at the time of the hurricane, neither the Department of Public Safety (DPS) nor the Central Communications Office in the Governor’s Office had written crisis and emergency risk communication plans in place. The DoH’s Office of Emergency Preparedness and Response had an outdated emergency plan, including annexes for Risk Communication in Emergencies and Mass Fatality Management. Agency emergency plans that were in place were not designed for greater than Category 1 hurricanes, and risk messages conveyed to the public in preparedness campaigns were reported by key leaders to inadequately prepare communities for a catastrophic disaster. Key leader interview respondents also noted limited engagement of community stakeholders in strategic communication preparedness planning. Regardless, key leader interview participants described numerous strategic preparedness activities undertaken at the local level that they believed to minimize injuries and loss of life, especially for vulnerable populations.

According to Puerto Rico Government agency interviews, there were insufficient communication personnel at the time of the hurricane, and surge staffing was not adequately mobilized post-hurricane. Respondents reported a lack of formalized personnel structure for emergency communication functions, resulting in inadequate personnel and spokespeople training in crisis and emergency risk communication, deficiencies in coordination of communication between central and municipal governments and between central and federal government counterparts. Puerto Rico Government agency leadership interview respondents did not identify formalized protocols for the coordination and clearance of mortality reporting between the DPS and the DoH at the time of the hurricane.
The inadequate preparedness and personnel training for crisis and emergency risk communication, combined with numerous barriers to accurate, timely information and factors that increased rumor generation, ultimately decreased the perceived transparency and credibility of the Government of Puerto Rico.

Puerto Rico Government personnel and key leader interview respondents indicated that communication contingency plans were not in place to anticipate multiple cascading failures of critical infrastructure and key resource sectors. Consequently, the central government was not prepared to use alternative communication channels for health-related and mortality surveillance, public health information dissemination and coordination with communities, including radio and interpersonal communication. This contributed to delayed information availability, gaps in information and the dissemination of inconsistent information to the public. Furthermore, there were gaps in the information provided by the Government of Puerto Rico, including limited explanation of the death certification process, distinguishing between direct and indirect deaths, or explanations of barriers to timely mortality reporting. Despite the potential for information gaps to increase the risk of the propagation of misinformation and rumors, the Government of Puerto Rico did not systematically monitor and address misinformation or rumors in news outlets and on social media platforms. Efforts undertaken by outside groups to fill information gaps and identify hurricane-related deaths added to conflicting mortality reports in the information environment.

Key leader interview respondents perceived the death count to be much higher, and held viewpoints that government leadership was disconnected from the realities of Puerto Rican communities, that there was not transparency in reporting, that information was intentionally withheld to evade blame and that adequate systems were not in place to track the death count.

Our research identified the implementation of public information campaigns prior to the hurricane with public health and safety messages, but the messages did not adequately prepare Puerto Rican communities for a catastrophic natural disaster. There was limited community and stakeholder engagement in disaster communication planning, and ineffective communication contingency plans in place, resulting in limited public health and safety information reaching local communities post-hurricane and alternative communication channels that were not systematically utilized for disease surveillance and information dissemination.
RECOMMENDATIONS

OVERALL POLICY GOAL FOR MORTALITY SURVEILLANCE AND COMMUNICATIONS

To assure the capacity of mortality surveillance and crisis and emergency risk communication during natural disasters in Puerto Rico to support policies and interventions that protect life and health.

RECOMMENDATIONS ON MORTALITY SURVEILLANCE FOR NATURAL DISASTERS

I. Strategic Objectives

To have a reliable and resilient institutional mortality surveillance process that provides trustworthy and accurate evidence during natural disasters to: Establish the magnitude of the impact of the disaster, identify areas and groups of highest risk, monitor the performance of public health protection and prevention, and inform policy-making and program implementation. These principles are recommended:

- **Readiness**, establish a routine process
- **Rigorous**, based on valid methods
- **Timeliness**, delivering on time
- **Common good**, having as a priority the welfare of all

II. Programmatic Recommendations for Natural Disaster Mortality Ascertainment

**Development of an Organizational Agenda**

- Develop a federal and Puerto Rico policy architecture for preparedness and response to major emergencies and natural disasters.
- Establish clear leadership of the DoH on mortality surveillance and capacity building of medical personnel on death certification.
Assure complete staffing and professional capacity for the PRVSR and the Bureau of Forensic Sciences (BFS).

- Review the legal framework for DoH accountability, for medical facilities and physician assurance on death certification.

- Secure needed financial resources and reliable infrastructure with federal government support.

**Establish an Excellence Program on Mortality Surveillance for Performance Monitoring**

- Institute continuous mortality-based monitoring to assess disaster impact and the effectiveness of post-disaster interventions using the collaborations with UPR GSPH.

- Determine a quality improvement program for death certification with training for all physicians.

**Establish a mechanism for continuous flow of surveillance results and interpretation to decision makers**

- Improve efficiency and timeliness of flow of information to decision makers and engage stakeholders from civil society, the media and others.

- Ensure provision of feedback to those involved in the death certification process and in data analyses.

---

**III. Recommendations for Future Advancement of Mortality Surveillance and Natural Disaster Preparedness**

- Implement a cause-specific mortality analysis to establish causal pathways and identify priority areas

- Assess and strengthen public health functions.

- Evaluate the burden of disease related to mortality following Hurricane María.

- Advance the work on the analysis of small area statistics to identify heterogeneity within municipalities related to mortality from Hurricane María.

- Disseminate globally the experience gained by Puerto Rico in this major event.
RECOMMENDATIONS ON CRISIS AND MORTALITY COMMUNICATION IN NATURAL DISASTERS

I. Strategic Objectives

To use credible, transparent and effective crisis and risk communication during natural disasters as a mechanism for informing populations, protecting lives and instilling public trust. These principles are recommended:

- **Preparedness**, with planning as fundamental for effective crisis and emergency risk communication
- **Credibility**, as a critical factor for facilitating partnerships and protecting public health
- **Transparency**, as a mechanism for strengthening and informing decision-making
- **Compassion**, with acknowledgment and validation of individual and societal emotions and concerns

II. Programmatic Recommendations for Natural Disaster Crisis and Mortality Communications

**Create an Integrated Puerto Rico Crisis and Emergency Risk Communication Plan and Planning Process**

- Establish clear leadership by the Puerto Rico Emergency Management Bureau (EMB) and the Central Communications Office for the development of a Puerto Rico Crisis and Emergency Risk Communication Plan. Define roles, levels of engagement, and specific tasks for municipalities and all responsible agencies. Identify teams responsible for Plan updates at municipal, agency, and central government levels.

- Engage key stakeholders and local communities in the development of Crisis and Emergency Risk Communication Plans at municipal, agency, and Puerto Rico Government levels.

**Coordinate and Build Capacity for Crisis and Emergency Risk Communication**

- Coordinate the Puerto Rico Plan with Agency and Municipal Crisis and Emergency Risk Communication Plans.
Establish an inter-agency committee to coordinate and oversee mortality surveillance clearance and reporting to the public in disasters, to include communications and technical experts.

Formalize a network of municipal communication liaisons to facilitate the timely exchange of information with the central government pre- and post-disaster.

Ensure expertise in emergency communication planning and management, crisis and risk communication, and mortality communication of government communication personnel from agencies responsible for public health and safety functions in disasters.

Identify a cadre of official spokespeople for disasters, including subject matter experts.

III. Recommendations to Build Crisis and Mortality Communications Preparedness Capacity for Natural Disasters

- Update all Crisis and Emergency Communication Plans annually and following disasters.
- Provide crisis and emergency risk communication training for communications personnel, to include monitoring and addressing rumors and the effective use of social media in disasters.
- Implement media training for disasters with designated spokespeople.
- Conduct annual emergency communication exercises, including stakeholders and local communities.
- Develop a dashboard that characterizes current crisis and mortality communication capacity in disasters and tracks advancement over time for management and accountability.
- Conduct a KAP (knowledge, attitude and perception) population study to identify communication strategies, messages, key audiences, vulnerable groups, and communication channels in disasters.
- Disseminate broadly promising practices and lessons learned for community-based disaster.
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Matthew Seeger, Ph.D.  
*Communications Expert*

Matthew Seeger is currently Dean of the College of Fine, Performing and Communication Arts at Wayne State University. His research concerns crisis and risk communication, health promotion and communication, crisis response and agency coordination, the role of media (including new media), crisis and communication ethics, failure of complex systems and post-crisis renewal. He has worked with the CDC and the National Center for Food Protection and Defense. He is also a member of the WHO Guidelines Development Group for Emergency Risk Communication. He is currently involved in a multi-year, interdisciplinary project focusing on contamination of the Flint, Michigan water system. His expertise provided invaluable guidance on the methods and findings for the project’s communications component.

Dr. Scott Zeger, Ph.D., M.S.  
*(Johns Hopkins University, Bloomberg School of Public Health)*  
*Biostatistician*

Scott Zeger is a Professor of Biostatistics at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. He conducts statistical research on regression analysis for correlated responses in surveys, time series, longitudinal or genetics studies. Dr. Zeger has been elected a Member of the National Academy of Sciences’ Institute of Medicine, Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and of the American Statistical Association. He was originally invited as an external panel expert and is listed here as he got heavily involved in the analysis of excess mortality component of the project.
Internal Technical Experts

**Daniel Hoffman, Ph.D., M.P.H., Epidemiologist**

Daniel Hoffman’s career has blended research, public service and a commitment to training a new generation of public health professionals. Dr. Hoffman has pursued interests in environmental hazards, cancer epidemiology and leadership capacity-building. He was appointed the School’s first Associate Dean for Public Health. He currently directs the School’s Eastern and Central European Health Leadership Program, funded by USAID. Dr. Hoffman was asked to join the internal expert panel due to his experience in building capacities for National Disaster Medical System Hospitals staff and work in disaster epidemiology.

**Pietro Marghella, DHSc, MSc, MA, CEM, FACCP**

Complex humanitarian emergencies expert

Pietro Marghella is an expert on medical and public health preparedness and response for large-scale disasters and complex emergencies. He served for 20 years as a Medical Plans, Operations, and Intelligence Officer in the United States Navy, retiring as the Director of Medical Contingency Operations for the Office of the Secretary of Defense. He is a Fellow in the American College of Contingency Planners (ACCP), which he co-founded and served as first President. Dr. Marghella was appointed as a Special Advisor to the Secretary of Health of Puerto Rico after Hurricane María. His knowledge of the disaster and experience in complex humanitarian emergencies made him an invaluable expert to advise on this project.

**Sam Simmens, Ph.D., M.A**

Biostatistician

Sam Simmens emphasizes the social and behavioral components of public health-related statistical methods. As a researcher, he collaborates with colleagues in all of the health-related fields, applying his skills to research focused on HIV, cancer, obesity, mental health, maternal and infant development, chemical and stress-related environmental exposures and numerous other health issues. He is the Director of GW’s Biostatistics and Epidemiology Consulting Service (BECS) for all faculty.

**Ronald Waldman, M.D., M.P.H.**

Complex humanitarian emergencies expert

Ronald Waldman began his career in WHO’s Smallpox Eradication Program. He joined CDC’s Epidemic Intelligence Service in 1979 and was assigned to the Refugee Health Unit in Somalia, where he worked intermittently through 1985. He then became Director of the Technical Support Division of CDC’s International Health Program Office. He has worked in numerous emergency settings in policy and coordination roles, including the Iraq War of 1991, the aftermath of the Rwanda genocide, and the Balkan Wars. He was the USG Coordinator of the health sector relief effort following the Haiti Earthquake and, later that year, a senior advisor to the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs in Pakistan. He is currently Professor of Global Health at MISPH and the President of Doctors of the World – USA.